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diaspora at this time, whether this be the inability to visit 
family back home or struggles to stay connected with 
loved ones in other ways. As part of the collection process, 
contributors were invited to repurpose screenshots, 
photos, illustrations and ephemera they have collected over 
the past year into creative pieces for submission. We hope 
this zine highlights new ways to build and generate new 
forms of communication, belongings and solidarity in the 
pandemic. 

This zine was edited by a group of talented Pōneke based 
creatives Khadro Mohamed, Emma Sidnam and Sochetha 
Meng, and co-organised with Helen Yeung of Migrant Zine 
Collective. The project was made possible with the funding 
of Wellington City Council in collaboration with Wellington 
Zinefest. It is our hope to circulate this publication 
throughout Pōneke, as well as make it digitally available for 
download through Migrant Zine Collective and Wellington 
Zinefest’s channels.

About Us

Migrant Zine Collective is an activist-based zine collective 
aiming to amplify, celebrate and share the voices of 
migrants of colour in Aotearoa. Our collective offers 
a space that is critical of the white-dominated power 
structures that govern our lived experiences as people of 
colour. We aim to open up a space where people of colour 
are able to unapologetically speak up, discuss and unpack 



From the Editors
Emma Sidnam

critical issues in mainstream society such as sexism, 
racism, classism and other forms of inequality. The 
collective is currently co-organised by a passionate group 
of migrant women of colour, and has since expanded its 
work to a range of zine workshops, community events, 
pop-up libraries and digital collaborations both locally and 
around the globe.

Follow Us
Instagram | @MigrantZineCollective

Facebook | Migrant Zine Collective

Website | https://migrantzinecollective.com/

Editing the ‘Together Apart’ zine filled me with warmth. 
Every essay comes from a different writer, and I can 
almost hear the different voices on the page. It makes me 
want to meet them - these writers who’ve balanced their 
complicated identities with their passions, careers and 
families. 



Khadro Mohammed

I was incredibly honoured to have been given the 
opportunity to edit this incredibly important, warm and 
homely zine. As the Aotearoa writing scene becomes 
increasingly diverse it’s refreshing to see zines such as this 
come together. Where migrant writers of colour take 

These essays explore the tiny details that bring us home, 
our responsibilities under Te Tiriti, mental health, sexuality, 
relationships, and the different ways our families show us 
love. They are full-bodied essays that tease our senses with 
hints of spice and carefully cut fruit. They are filled with 
too many hands around a dinner table and the squabble of 
siblings. They have big hearts.

But I also love these essays because they remind me that, 
as Kat Chung put it: ‘bicultural experiences are not rare.’ As 
an Asian New Zealander, I used to think my struggles were 
unique. Yet we’re increasingly realising how common these 
stories are. Every migrant or child of a migrant seems to 
know what it’s like to feel disconnected from our countries. 
Yet most of us lacked representation growing up. Migrant 
voices have historically been silenced. And that sucks. But 
that’s also why it means so much to me that we can share 
these essays. 

Now is the time to hear these stories.



charge of their own narratives and craft their own unique 
stories. 

This zine is a journey, from one side of the globe to the 
other, yet I somehow never deviated from the essence 
of home. Right here in Aotearoa. And while each story in 
this zine is unique and personal, they still feel incredibly 
familiar to read. They are a collective recollection of what 
it is to be a migrant in a dominant Pākehā society. They are 
personal stories of love and loss and they are stories that 
are so often left out of the mainstream literacy world. 

Representation continues to be important in our 
increasingly diverse communities, and I couldn’t have been 
more proud of this zine and of every writer that has put 
their hearts and souls onto a page and shared it with the 
world.  

Welcome, and enjoy. 

Sochetha Meng

I was so extremely thankful to be given the opportunity 
to take part in designing this heart-warming, intimate 
and sincere zine that is very much needed right now in 
our migrant community. As the zine sheds light on the 
reality of our migrant community in Aotearoa amidst the 



the voices of our writers and artists are also seen and 
heard. 

From essays to poetry, collage and illustrations, each writer 
and artist had their own story to tell. Stories about family, 
home, culture, tradition, relationships, connection, identity 
during times of uncertainty and ambiguity. The collective 
voices of our migrants of colour bring you on an emotional 
rollercoaster ride, down your memory lane and tugging at 
your heartstrings. 

To those who are far from home, those who are navigating 
their unique identities, those who have loved and lost, we 
hope this zine can bring you warmth and comfort. 







Artwork by Akshya Llangovan



Self-Soothing
Akshya Ilangovan

If you had the opportunity to be born and grow up in a 
place long enough, then you probably had the fortune of 
time. Time is the element that allowed the essence of a 
place to seep into your pores until you were a walking, 
talking, thinking projection of that place. And if you 
lived long enough in that place and loved it enough, you 
eventually oozed out -literature, philosophies, dance, 
music, poetry, and other art forms into the cultural 
tapestry of that place.

Which is why I find the saying ‘Fresh off the Boat’ rather 
reductive.  As though you could possibly pack the entirety 
of the history and legacy of a person and where they 
come from into that insufficient idiom. ‘Migrant’ is maybe 
the term that describes me best in legal documents and 
application forms. But that word still does not define my 
reality. 

I have lived here for seven years—three years short of a 
decade. I have graduated university, worked many jobs, 
gone back to studying, made some lifelong bonds with 
people who have become family and discovered myself 
over and over again. I was nurtured into my adult life here 
in Aotearoa. I tell people I meet that I spent my adult years 
‘growing up’ here. 



Perhaps the best way to describe myself would be as a 
person in-transit i.e. my final destination has not been 
decided yet. The question you get asked most often as a 
person who moved away from their home country is if you 
were going to ‘settle down’ in the country you moved to. 
That answer has evaded me in all these seven years.

What no one ever tells you when you move away from 
your home country is the inexplicable sense of being torn 
between two worlds. At every point you choose between 
two worlds. Live and work here or go back home? Parents 
are getting older. Visit them often or move back home to be 
with them? Have kids and raise them here or back home? 
With the pandemic, these questions have become more 
purposeful as I try to imagine what my life could look like in 
either of these scenarios. 

The journey for migrants begins with loneliness, but 
continues with opportunities to build new relationships 
and begin another process of soaking up a whole other 
culture. However, through our language, food and by 
sharing the essence of our old world with our families in 
the new world we get to bridge both worlds every now and 
then.



Language is love.

I speak a mixture of casual informal Tamil and English 
with my parents. We converse, argue, joke around and 
express love to each other in the same way. With my 
maternal grandmother-my Ammachi, I switch to a strained 
formal version of Tamil. It is the only language in which 
we can communicate with each other. She would sing 
Barathiyar’s (Tamil poet) Chinanjiru Kiliye while patting 
my back rhythmically to get me to sleep. Her voice, the 
pressure of her warm hands on my back and the stillness 
of the quiet room was a sure fire way to get me to slip into 
a deep slumber in minutes. Listening to the song now, the 
weight of the lyrics wash over me. The metaphors, the 
turn of phrases, and the choice of words are delightful and 
humbling at once. The verses that are meant to gently lull a 
child to sleep are the deepest outpouring of love sung from 
a parent to their child. This was my ammachi expressing 
the depth of her love to us- her grandchildren. 

As English overtook all forms of my life from school to 
work, Tamil eventually took a back seat. I even opted to 
learn other languages (Hindi for six and French for four 
years) thinking I knew enough of my mother tongue.

I appreciate the English language. I have access to the 
world, and opportunities to interact with many people from 
different backgrounds. And more than any of the above 
reasons I am grateful as a creative person that I can express 
myself with the language. 



But now it has become that Tamil is the language that I can 
only speak casually but feel inadequate to express myself 
in. 

In a bid to reacquaint myself with my language, I have gone 
back to studying traditional Carnatic music. Every weekend 
I pour over the music chart as I practise my singing with 
my tutor from back home.

Food is the essence of love and patience.

Amma always insisted on announcing lunch or dinner long 
before it was actually ready. ‘You take your time anyway! 
Go set the table!’ My impatient younger self would be 
annoyed- ‘But I am so hungry!’ There was always just a 
little more garnishing to be done, or the salad always 
needed more vegetables, or we had to wait just another five 
minutes for the pressure to settle in the cooker. 

Setting the table was my duty. I would whizz back and 
forth from the kitchen carrying water, plates, and cutlery. 
The jute place-mats would be neatly spaced around the 
table with downturned stainless steel plates and tumblers 
waiting for their occupants. When all of us had finished the 
last of our tasks and made our way to the table, we found 
that the food was always worth the wait.



Here in my new world, I make it a point to mark every 
festival with my own tradition. Most of the time it would be 
preparing food specific to the occasion and sharing it with 
friends. In these times I find myself patiently browning the 
onions with the curry leaves- it smells just like Amma’s! I 
now know the importance of its fragrance for the dish. I 
always have all the ingredients ready for garnishing. What’s 
more, apparently the salad does need more vegetables 
after all. A squeeze of lime, a pinch of salt and wait just a 
minute- I need some coriander too! After several more 
minutes of this, we would all settle down for the meal and 
dare I say the food was worth the wait! I am not sure if it’s 
the company or the food or just the garnishing- but those 
occasions always turn out to be extra special. I have come 
to understand that the joy of festivals/holidays is from the 
time you spend with your loved ones.

Recognising culture beyond the social lens. 

I see culture in the familiar landscape of sugarcane fields 
stretched to the horizon, I know it in my knowledge to 
avoid walking near the fields to avoid snakes or to never 
walk barefoot because of the thorns.  I hear it in the 
familiar calls of the morning birds- peacocks on cold 
winter mornings, the trill of the blue kingfishers later in the 
afternoons, the doleful tones of the coucal in the evenings 
as we settled in for tea and snacks, the comforting chorus 
of the frogs during the monsoon season. 



Here in my new world, I am thrilled to hear the cicadas 
that signal the warm summer months. One can expect the 
sparkling blue beaches to be lined with pohutukawa trees in 
full bloom. It’s a rare and special occasion when a morepork 
decides to visit. I never get tired of the screeches or the 
more doleful tuwhu-tuwhu. When I spot nikau palms or 
karaka trees flush with berries, I know to expect to see a 
kererū or two! 

I distinctly remember waking up one morning and feeling 
so disoriented that I could swear the balcony in my tiny 
studio opened into the fields from back home with coucals 
perched low on brambles in the hazy dawn. Ah, the joys of 
knowing two worlds! 

Sitting at my table in sunny Auckland, I can, with my 
eyes closed, smell jasmine flower garlands being sold on 
the streets. They have a sweet fragrance mixed with the 
earthiness of the soil, damp from the water beads falling 
from the flower baskets. If I remembered more, my ears 
pick up the familiar din of traffic and vegetable carts being 
pushed around, their owners with their distinct voices 
calling for the residents from the many apartments to come 
have a look at the produce being sold. 



This is the life of a so-called migrant. We live in realities 
where we are forever weaving in and out of worlds. The 
bridge to these worlds through our language, our food 
and traditions. We may have moved because of war, lack 
of access to resources, or we may have come looking for 
better opportunities and many other more reasons. Where 
our stories and lived experiences may differ, what we do 
have in common is that we have a whole other version of 
ourselves tucked away. It is reserved for days with friends, 
festivals and celebratory occasions. It is reserved for quiet 
solitary moments as we regard ourselves and our journey.  
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Goodbadenglish

Cut Fruit -
A Language of Love 

When thinking about my heritage and identity, it’s so easy 
to fall into the trap of debating what I’m not, rather than 
arriving at what I am. I am a collection of fruit, both cut and 
whole. In my mind, some fruits don’t even have an English 
equivalent, their names gifted to them by my grandparents. 
The connection to fruit seems to have a special place in 
the hearts of many in this diaspora. Versatile and context-
dependent, cut fruit is a language of love. The COVID-19 
pandemic has changed many things, and communication 
through cut fruit is not an exception. The inability to 
share cut fruit with loved ones has made me revisit my 
relationship between myself, my close ones, and cut fruit, 
and also reflect on some of the meanings that it can convey.

The Process

Procure

A whole, mostly hidden, and laborious process must occur 
for perfectly symmetrical pieces of cut fruit to make their 
way onto a plate. It might start with a knowing whisper 
from a friend, a yell of pride from a fruit stall vendor, or 
information gleaned from eavesdropping on wisps



of a conversation between the aunties and uncles at the 
next table. Sometimes, the hunt for fruit is uncertain 
and chaotic, based only on vague directions told to my 
grandfather over a crackly phone line from a friend who’d 
heard of a plantation through a friend of a friend. After a 
few wrong turns and many more phone calls punctuated by 
static, we’d find ourselves in a nameless plantation with one 
bar of reception, but surrounded by the promised fruit.

Wait

Unripe fruits are often bought deliberately to be ripened 
at home in preparation for the arrival of a loved one. 
Sometimes the predicted time to ripen is underestimated, 
and waiting becomes painful. Ciku is one of my mother’s 
favourite fruits. As a child, she used to sneak off for a few 
minutes every day, rummaging around in a bin of uncooked 
rice for the ciku my grandmother had stored. Once she 
had found them, my mother would press the surface of 
each fruit. When they were manually softened enough 
by her, she would declare them ripe and ready to eat. My 
grandmother would be surprised by how quickly it had 
ripened, only to realise the process had been tampered 
with.



Wash, Cut & Serve

Life is full of unpleasant things. But when fruit is carefully 
washed, peeled, pitted, and sliced, you can save your loved 
ones from encountering bitterness and hardness on this 
occasion. Even the skin of grapes is meticulously peeled, 
revealing a small translucent globe, which is then halved 
and deseeded. Everyone knows that not all pieces of cut 
fruit are equal. The one who prepares the fruit often gnaws 
the remaining bits off the cores and pits, serving only the 
sweetest, juiciest parts to others. 

A Cornucopia of Meanings 

There is never an occasion where cut fruit is out of place. 
Often few said words accompany cut fruit, as the context 
dictates its meaning.

Love (and my mother)

Often a small plate of cut apples, mangoes (if they were 
available), or washed cherries would appear on the side of 
my table while I studied. To me, this was the purest way of 
saying, “I love you, and you will be ok”, without verbalising 
it. Sometimes cut fruit is all that’s needed for reassurance 
that things will work out.



My mother and I are very close, but even so, arguments 
happen. Late at night, after a quarrel, all that’s left to do is 
to cut up whatever fruit is lying around and share a sweet 
moment together.

Care

When they suspect the slightest hint of a cold, the first 
thing my grandparents say is to drink more water and eat 
more fruit. After my grandmother had major surgery to 
remove a large tumour, my mother and I would spend the 
morning buying various fruits. Later in the evening, after 
dinner, my cousins would arrive and gather around the 
kitchen table to start preparing fruit. There was a different 
combination of fruit each time, but the staples were 
mangoes, guavas, persimmons, and apples. Everyone busied 
themselves with a paring knife and fruit, slowly feeding 
slices through the cold press juicer. We’d watch as the fibre 
was pushed out of one end, and the deep coloured liquid 
came out the other. After a few hours, we’d enjoy the sweet 
melody of fruits together with my grandmother. When my 
grandmother became well enough, she’d join us to prepare 
the fruit, giving her a brief respite from thoughts related to 
her illness.



Celebrations

Leading up to, and during Chinese New Year, ponkans 
spike in popularity. They are larger than a mandarin, but 
with easy to peel, loose rind, they symbolise good fortune. 
Ponkans are left in an accessible place for guests to snack 
on and are also gifted when visiting friends and relatives. 
There are no winners or losers in the game of ponkan 
trading, just an abundance of slightly wrinkly ponkans by 
the end of it. 

Pomelos are another member of the citrus family and are 
displayed in pairs during the Spring Festival. I have loved 
pomelos since I was very young. Large enough to sit giddily 
as a child, I’d watch my grandfather slice through the thick 
rind and peel it away to reveal many segments covered by 
a thin membrane. There are hundreds of vesicles within 
each segment, filled with a delicate and floral tasting juice. 
My grandparents still laugh when they remember how a 
sniffer dog at Melbourne airport sat next to me, revealing 
a container of half-eaten and forgotten pomelo pieces 
packed by my grandmother in my Pikachu bag.

Joy

Sometimes the act of cutting the fruit is a spectacle to 
be enjoyed together. There is a performative aspect of 
watching my grandfathers happily hack into a green 
coconut, with coconut juice and husk flying everywhere. 



Durian is another fun fruit. When we buy durian, it is 
often bought in bulk. The durian is placed on a few layers 
of newspaper spread out the tiled floor in the kitchen or 
porch, and everyone in the house squats around to watch 
as it’s carved. Past the thorns lie soft golden nuggets. There 
are no plates or cutlery, just you and the fruit, which is best 
enjoyed while still squatting. 

Local Markets

The pandemic and lockdowns have meant fewer 
opportunities to visit our dearest, both here and afar. So 
bonding over fruit has taken a different shape.

Under supermarket lights, fruit becomes cold, bare, and 
lifeless - years away from the vine. It is for this reason that 
I am so drawn to farmers’ markets. I love the local fruit and 
vegetable markets, hearing the stall owners talk about their 
produce, watching people choose fruit, and buying my own. 
When I get home, I video call my grandmother to show her 
my fruit haul. She’s always amazed by how huge the fruit 
are and curious about those she’s never seen before. 

These markets add life to the community and are just 
getting back on their feet after the last lockdown. Since 
then, QR codes to scan on entry and increased space for 
social distancing have been introduced. We’re really lucky 
in Pōneke to have so many local markets to choose from.



Below is a list of markets, no doubt I have missed a few! 

• Newtown Fruit and Vegetable Market 
• Harbourside Market 
• Thorndon Farmers Market 
• Johnsonville Sunday Fruit and Vegetable Market
• Riverbank Market
• Porirua Saturday Market

Let’s start heading back to support our local markets in 
Pōneke and further afield, and begin communicating and 
making memories through cut fruit again.
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Now I Can’t See You
Indira Fernando

How to make a distance longer,

When neither of us are allowed to move?

How to make it shorter when time sinks 

between us,

Now there is guilt,

When I don’t read your WhatsApp chain 

mail,

What if the last thing you ever say to me is,

‘Pass this on to share good luck’,

What if the last time I see you,

You’re a frozen clump of pixels,

Because zoom doesn’t work on your phone,

The hospitals are bad where you are,

But the signal is somehow worse? 

So at night I pray to the father, son and,

New Zealand post,

Please deliver a cheap trinket or stale 

confectionery,

So you can touch what I touch,

Now I can’t see you



Home Away From Home
Kat Chung  정수현

I went through a classic cultural awakening when I 
entered university. I’d spent so long molding myself into 
the white cultural phenomenon that is the North Shore 
that sometimes, I’d look in the mirror and spiral into a 
deep identity crisis, not really knowing who I was. I lived 
out my main-character dilemmas at the University of 
Auckland, studying the Arts and Global Studies and having 
discussions about race, ethnicity, language and culture. 
While it may sound corny, pretentious, and perhaps a little 
self-absorbed, this new chapter of my life opened my eyes 
to my neglected Korean half of my identity. I finally felt 
like my bicultural status was something to be proud of, 
something worth cultivating. 

This fed into my personal life and I was able to explore 
my ethnic background through personal experiences. 
Discussions with my parents about Korean history 
and politics, let me become curious about Korean 
contemporary culture and media. Later, I flew over to 
Busan to visit my extended family—it all facilitated my 
exploration of Koreanness. I have endlessly heartwarming 
memories of South Korea that bring tears to my eyes 
whenever a nostalgic memory is dug up from the archive. 



I have many young memories from trips to Korea: falling 
asleep watching the Korean hit drama series ‘Secret 
Garden’ hoping that one day someone would do push-ups 
into my face, going to an empty theme park with my older 
cousins while it was below zero degrees, trying not to look 
at old women’s breasts flopping about at the sauna while I 
scrubbed dead skin away. 

As I’ve gotten older I’ve noticed that the memories that 
remain are less to do with wonders of Korean urban 
life and consumption and more to do with people that 
represent Korea. The last time I was in Korea, at the start 
of 2020, I had no urge to go to shopping centers or tourist 
attractions. It was strange to me because the excitement 
of these trips had always centered around new clothes 
and objects or adventures I could photograph and tell my 
friends about. But on this trip I found myself home-bodied 
and relaxed, almost to the point where the excitement had 
faded and I just felt like I was… home. I’d finally come to 
the realisation that the most important part of these trips 
was family. My aunties who gossip about their in-laws and 
worry over me just like my mum, my cousin who talks me 
into drinking and clubbing every night, my grandma who 
shows me love by fattening me up. I love them all so much. 
I could complain about COVID for its cruel timing, for 
making its grand entrance when I had just matured enough 
to appreciate what was important, though I know I’ll only 
sound privileged and whiney. 



Instead I’ll give you some tips as to how I made up for 
my naive years by becoming more connected to Korean 
culture. 

The first time I noticed I was slipping out of touch with 
my Koreanness was at the start of this year, during our 
second or third lockdown (after being in lockdown for 
three months you stop counting or caring). I was at my 
flat in Hillsborough, complaining to my mum on the phone 
about our shitty washing machine. I was in the middle 
of a sentence when I found myself stuttering my Korean 
words. My mum clicked her tongue at me, she said “your 
Korean tongue was out of practice”, and she was right. I 
took it as a wake-up call. Not only to practice my Korean 
more often but also to stay in touch with my family. It’s 
funny, when you’re a second-generation, assimilated child 
like me, language, family, culture, identity… These things 
begin to blur together. Cultivating your language cultivates 
your family relationships which cultivates your identity. 
It always seems the purest things reinforce each other. 
I’m so grateful to have family members I actually like and 
feel close to because I’m sure there are others who aren’t 
afforded the same luxury. 

I stayed in touch by calling my mum about the smallest 
inconvenience, drove my brother to tennis lessons and 
impromptu beach trips, and fulfilled the most difficult 
pious duty of coming home to eat delicious Korean meals.



Strained relationships with parents seems to be an 
inherited quality for Korean diaspora families and I’m no 
stranger to that phenomenon, so I’m not saying making 
these efforts were easy. But there are ways to make-do 
with what you have and for me, that meant driving half an 
hour running on overpriced gas over the Harbour bridge 
a couple times a week to show up for my mum and little 
brother. 

It’s the little things that reminded me of where I come 
from. Whether that be discovering a new Korean make-up 
store in Newmarket (Hikoco in Newmarket), trying out a 
Korean innards BBQ restaurant with friends (시티곱창 on 
Pitt Street), teaching my boyfriend Korean or giving into 
the mass hype and watching ‘Squid Game’ (even though it 
did not hold a candle to ‘Parasite’), it was the small, quiet 
moments that helped me to become comfortable with 
my reflection. Even though this is all in the efforts to feel 
closer to a community that’s only imagined, it’s liberating 
and wonderful to feel Korean and to finally feel proud of it.

Over the past four years of my tertiary education, I’ve come 
to learn that my bicultural experiences are not rare. Every 
child of the diaspora has a ‘smelly lunch’ story. I’ve found 
that this revelation is usually comforting and disappointing 
at the same time: comforting to know you’re not alone but 
disappointing to know you’re nothing special.



The best thing you can get out of coming from a diasporic 
background is taking up the great opportunity to absorb 
two cultures in one lifetime. While there will always be 
challenges to this journey, like global pandemics, there are 
always ways to stay in touch with your heritage.





Being... At Home
Liang Cui

As a Chinese living in New Zealand, the experience of 
being a migrant was not totally new to me even before 
I left China. Relating to three cities in three provinces, 
Chongqing, Shiyan, and Linyi in China, it is hard for me 
to answer the question “where is your hometown?” Being 
born in Chongqing （重庆）1, I left the city with my parents 
when I was one-year old and moved to Shiyan （十堰）
city in Hubei province, where I spent my whole childhood 
and my adolescence. Then our whole family moved back 
to Chongqing in my early twenties. At the same time, 
according to my father’s ancestral home, my hometown 
is Linyi （临沂）city in Shandong province on our family’s 
household register, a city I have never been to.

However, a usual dish in our family – the Sichuan 
fermented pickle made by my mother – always connected 
me with my city of birth when we lived in Shiyan. As a 
common local delicacy in Chongqing, Sichuan pickle can 
be found both in the streets and formal banquets. It is 
made from vegetables such as carrot, radish, and cabbage. 
Usually it is spicy, burning the surface of the lips and the 
tongue, and it smells quite strong and sour, like an invisible 
tiny finger giving the nasal mucosa a sudden and hard 
press.

1 Chongqing once was a city belonged to Sichuan province of China. Now 
it is a municipality.



Having nourished me ever since I could remember, my 
mother’s pickle relates to some of my childhood memories. 
When I was in elementary school, I would go with my 
mother for one-day trips with her colleagues by bus to 
rural areas nearby during weekends. These trips were 
usually very enjoyable, yet I always suffered from car 
sickness on our way home. Whenever this happened, I 
knew I would be comforted by noodles made by my mother 
after we were home. It would be with hot soup with her 
pickles in it. When the fragrant, and spicy soup went down 
my throat and into my stomach, it would warm my whole 
body up like flowing lava, while the crunchy pickle between 
my teeth and its tasty juice on my tongue would refresh me 
again.

The pickle is among the things I missed so much after 
coming to New Zealand in 2016 for my PhD study in 
Massey University. From last April during the lockdown, I 
started trying some complicated Chinese cooking for my 
partner and myself to spare us worrying too much about 
the ongoing pandemic. It included dumplings and wonton, 
and pan-fried sweet and sour fish. The successes of these 
dishes gradually gave me confidence and led me to try 
making Sichuan pickle this year. 



To make the pickle, a particular clay jar would be ideal. 
Unfortunately, it is hard to get these in Wellington.1 
Following my mother’s advice, I bought a glass jar with a 
rubber seal on its lid as a substitute. After carefully cleaning 
and drying the jar, I put in the washed and dried vegetables 
including sliced carrot and radish, garlic sprouts, and 
onions cut into halves, and submerged them into the pre-
made salt solution. From the recommendation I found 
online, Sichuan pepper, the five spices, and sugar are to 
be included as its seasonings, while my mother’s recipe 
is simpler, only with ginger, garlic, and fresh red chilli. 
Several teaspoons of vodka were added to replace Chinese 
white liquor to kill unwanted bacteria, and to help the 
fermentation. Afterwards, I covered the jar with a piece of 
cloth, and kept it in a dark corner in our apartment.

To thoroughly integrate the seasonings with each other, 
the vegetables need to soak for at least three weeks. 
My eagerness, revived by the pickle’s particular smell, 
texture, and taste, made this duration intolerably long. 
Several times, I carefully opened the jars, as if something 
precious to me was quietly, slowly, yet constantly growing 
inside. The smell from within the jar gradually changed. At 
first, I could distinguish from the pungent smell each of 
the seasonings – the ginger, the garlic and the red chilli. 
Gradually, it produced a more integrated, richer, subtler, 
and sourer aroma. The colour of the vegetables was also 
darkened, and the onions were nearly transparent.

1 An ideal jar for the pickle would be with wide shoulders and a narrow opening, with 
a moat around the opening holds water so that to make a natural seal. 



After three weeks, the moment finally arrived. Unsealing 
the lid of the jar, the smell immediately made my mouth 
water. After carefully washing and drying a pair of bamboo 
chopsticks, I picked a piece of carrot, then a lump of ginger 
out of the jar. When my teeth felt the crunchy texture, and 
my tongue savoured the tasty juice, I said to my partner, 
“This is home.”

It was a spontaneous reaction to claim the moment 
as home. Not until afterwards did I realise how it had 
contrasted to my understanding of identity as something 
being in constant change - my previous experience of 
diverse temporal-spatial realities. The moment linked to 
part of my life having been alienated from me. Mentally and 
physically, I see myself differently after all of these years’ 
experience. The tiny kitchen filled with the fragrance of 
the cooking, warmed up by the stove and the steam from 
the soup does not belong to our family anymore. Yet, in the 
midst of the pandemic in Wellington, to re-encounter the 
smell, texture, and taste of the Sichuan pickle that once 
were experienced by my body had me condense the evoked 
feelings and emotions in this one word “home”.

So, what does it mean to be at “home”? And where should 
we call it our “home”? In my case, did the reaction come 
from the recollection of the moment being around my 
mother as a little happy girl? or the revived bodily memory 
of the warmness, the cosiness after suffering from being 
car sick at the end of the trip?



No doubt, these connections are important, but I would 
not say they are satisfying enough for answering these 
questions. However, one sure thing is that, at that fleeting 
moment, I was flooded with the emotions relating to the 
memories of these moments, my body bringing with it the 
way into a totally different temporal-spatial reality. And this 
is why this experience really amazed me.

How does our body memorize past experience in the first 
place? And, how does the embedded memory surface 
in bodily re-experiencing a part of our past, and relate 
to “home” in another reality? The experience brings up 
the two questions which are impossible to be unpacked 
here. The answers can alter according to different life 
experiences. Nevertheless, what the experience may 
speak to, I believe, is how the meaning of belonging can be 
unfolded in a visceral encounter that brings us back “home” 
to where we may have already been physically, temporarily, 
and spatially away from.





Rethinking
Relationships
Nabilah Husna

I was anxious and scrambling, in the middle of a Shut Up 
and Write session with my fellow post-grads. Moments 
prior, I had received an email from the immigration officer 
I had been corresponding with for my and my partner’s 
application for a residence through partnership visa. 
Her email said:

I groaned. I’d told her my mother is dead and my father was 
ill. He also had no knowledge of my intimate relationships. 
Our conversations on the phone mainly revolved around 
the latest MLM product he’s gotten into, cure-all juices, 
religious advice, and me trying to explain what it was that I 
actually did as a post-grad. The requirement for a parental 
letter of support imagines one type of individual, someone 
whose family is immersed in a particularly Westernised 
culture that normalises parent-child conversations about 
dating and romance.

(There is also the fact that I am 32 years old, a grown-ass 
adult with all her teeth, and do not need parental consent 
to date). 



I asked the immigration officer: What are my options? 
She replied: 

The hostility of immigration cops is unsurprising – the 
job is, after all, meant to deter you from the process of    
residency, especially if you are not wealthy, nor white, 
nor Peter Thiel. I’ve had my fair share of immigration 
nightmares, as a Muslim woman, to expect this level of 
frostiness. But right then (as I texted my sister to ask 
her if she could write a letter of support for a one-year 
relationship she has known for all of one week) I scoffed at 
the painful irony of it all.

To live on this land under the Crown’s authority, you need 
to have money for an application fee, be sufficiently fluent 
in English, or, like me, qualify for residence through a 
partnership, which means reams of evidence of your and 
your partner’s life together: Instagram posts, WhatsApp 
conversations, and emails about which one of you can 
pick up your pet chinchilla’s pellets after work. You need 
to live with your partner, a criteria that assumes the 
normalcy of premarital cohabitation. Amidst the invasive 
conditions that Immigration demands that tauiwi meet, the 
status of Te Tiriti o Waitangi as the founding immigration 
document and tikanga Māori as the first law of the land, is 
conspicuously absent.



In February 2020, I slid under the wire from Singapore into 
Aotearoa for a Masters programme, mere weeks before 
the borders shut. Miraculously, I quickly built a life, getting 
heavily involved in community groups including Asians 
Supporting Tino Rangatiratanga (ASTR), which works 
primarily within Asian communities to tautoko Māori as 
they fight for sovereignty and self-determination. The 
combination of an intensive research project, immersing 
myself in the politics and local community of a new society, 
and the friendships I made through ASTR, accelerated my 
political incorporation into Pōneke.



I was not necessarily prepared for this when I decided, a 
year prior, to go back to studying after almost a decade 
of working. Back home, doing communications work for a 
feminist NGO taught me to put thick, impenetrable ceilings 
on political creativity. This is the consequence of neoliberal 
advocacy work in many societies, but especially so in places 
where snuggling up to a powerful authoritarian state is par 
for the course. In a country where simply talking about 
racism against ethnic minorities (never mind colonialism) 
can get you charged in court, there are invisible and 
punitive limits to efforts towards radical transformation.

The root systems of colonialism are complex, deep and 
vast, and my home was not exempt. Singapore likes to 
refer to itself as a post-colonial state, one that obtained 
its independence from the Crown when the British left. 
But colonialism, as many have articulated, is a process, 
not an event. Back home, colonialism is not as much 
about the settlement of white colonisers, as it is about the 
dominance of their worldviews, laws, structures and ways 
of organising. It continues when those colonisers physically 
leave, dragging a tangled mess in their wake. It pumps 
through society’s veins the eugenicist values that make 
our laws. The racism that is embedded in our housing and 
educational policies. The extractive exploitation of land 
and people within and beyond our shores. The sprawling, 
neoliberal capitalist, cruel systems that contaminate our 
political imaginations.





Colonialism at home subjugates the Indigenous Malay 
(and ethnic minority) populations, imposes ‘lazy native’ 
stereotypes upon them, alienates them from their land and 
communities, punishes them through carceral systems, 
weakens their political and economic power and ensures 
an Anglo-Chinese dominance. Its perception of Malays 
is understood through a deficit lens, blaming the poorer 
social and educational outcomes of Malays on individual or 
‘cultural’ reasonings, instead of structural racism as a result 
of colonialism. Colonialism back home is about passing the 
baton of the ruling class—from the dominance of the British 
Crown to the violent authoritarian state created by the 
People’s Action Party. Many of the tactics of colonialism in 
Aotearoa ring familiar.

And, of course, colonialism is intertwined with immigration. 
I moved from one state to another: from a position of 
indigeneity, to one of settler hood. I entered into life here 
overwhelmed by Pākehā settler-colonial violence, against 
which Indigenous and minority resistance appear to be 
inextricably pitted. Yet as much as tauiwi ‘of colour’ are 
minoritised here, we still arrived through mechanisms 
that oppress tāngata whenua. We cannot deny this reality, 
claim that we aren’t settlers because we are not Pākehā, 
assume that because we are racialised, we are free from 
responsibility. 



How does bearing witness to unyielding Māori resistance 
to colonisation impact us, as tauiwi of colour? While many 
whitewashed views on immigration pit Māori against 
racialised migrants, we can counter these narratives, by 
adding to and supporting the voices of resistance against 
Crown hegemony. Solidarities can be formed across 
regions, between indigenous peoples and based on anti-
colonial cultures. Lessons can be gleaned not only from 
our homelands, but also applied to our home lands – of 
shared values of care, hospitality, reciprocality and mutual 
respect, to counter colonialism. My own engagement with 
the struggles of my Malay community back home have 
only been made more refined since being here. When I 
consider the social, political and environmental dilemmas 
of my home and host countries through the lens of a global 
fight against colonialism, I begin to understand my identity, 
my worldview, my history, my people’s origin stories, 
my language, my culture, and even my cuisine, more 
profoundly.

Many thinkers call for solidarity between Indigenous 
peoples and settlers to be based on this committed 
acceptance of identities, in order for our work to be led 
by – not on behalf of – Indigenous peoples. Who are we, as 
racialised tauiwi?



The Crown’s migration pathways don’t deem it necessary 
that settlers are committed to the principles of our 
founding immigration document. But of course, given 
that many Pākehā who have been on this whenua for 
generations can move through their whole lives without 
genuinely engaging in Te Tiriti, it comes as no surprise 
that a Crown-led immigration framework follows suit. It is 
telling (but unsurprising) that for Immigration prioritises 
information about how my partner and I decided to get off 
Bumble and go on a date, over ensuring that Te Tiriti is at 
the heart of its decision-making. 

After all, the Crown has “awarded itself authority” in the 
area of immigration, as Dr. Arama Rata once put it, and 
Māori being left out of decision-making on immigration is 
far from ‘curious’. She argues that even recommendations, 
such as those most recently made by the NZ Productivity 
Commission, that claim to want to simply “reflect” Te Tiriti 
in immigration policy-making (e.g. a recommendation that 
the Commission gave is to “formally recognise (migrants’) 
efforts to learn te reo”) would be painfully deficient. Simply 
an assimilation into the violence of colonialism, under the 
Crown’s terms. 

It allows the Crown to shirk the responsibility of ensuring 
that Māori can exercise tino rangatiratanga, offloading it 
onto individuals, instead of structures, inevitably leading 
to discriminatory or unequal outcomes for migrants who 
are not privileged. What is needed is more holistically (and 
constitutionally) transformative.  



What would our relationship with Aotearoa look like if we 
had a more intimate connection with our responsibilities 
under Te Tiriti? Without the pressure to assimilate into 
the Eurocentric mainstream? How would our relationships 
with one another, with tāngata whenua, improve if Māori 
were able to fully express manaakitanga to manuhiri 
(guests)? It would be a relationship based on ensuring 
tino rangatiratanga. And, for settlers, it would be an 
uncomfortable, unsettling (literally) relationship, too – but 
it has to be. Because decolonisation, as Eve Tuck and K. 
Wayne Yang once put it, isn’t a metaphor. It isn’t obliged to 
be accountable to settlers, only to Indigenous sovereignty. 
Yet this relationship based on discomfort and solidarity 
through difference is crucial for us as settlers to embrace 
if we claim to support tino rangatiratanga. Only by doing 
so, we are centering indigeneity, working from the margins, 
and leaving no one behind.







Rubber Band Time
Romesh Dissanayake

I have pangs of fear that one day I will get the call and my 
grandma will be dead. 

She is of that age
but by no means frail. 

She is spirited. 
Though that’s no indicator of longevity, I know. 

At least she isn’t stuck in some sterile and palliative rest 
home. She is with her eldest son and his family. My cousin, 
Ravi, and his wife are there too. They have two, maybe 
three, children now. I remember him from when we used to 
live in Sri Lanka. How he kept sucking on his mother’s teat 
for way too long. Till he was like six or seven years old or 
something. 

But that’s not on him.

It was because we were so poor there was not enough 
food to keep the kids fed. We were, my mother tells me, 
frugal with scraps in ways which I cannot now begin 
to comprehend. I assume he’s out of the habit now but 
wouldn’t really know because we haven’t spoken since he 
was about that age.



I saw him in a photo my other cousin sent us on a family 
WhatsApp group and he looked unrecognisable from the 
person I once knew. He has put on weight, the heaviness of 
fatherhood, and his young children, who snatch the phone 
from her hands whenever we try to call her, have a great-
great grandma in their household. 

Seela
Archchi
Lokuamma

She lives in Alberta somewhere now. I know it’s in Canada 
but I’m not exactly sure where. I know it’s not the French 
side. She had her birthday there last week and my sister, 
being the pragmatic one, ordered an online cake for her. A 
real cake, not a virtual one as I had thought when she told 
me. 

It was big too
with dripping pink frosting
with two big number-shaped candles sticking out of it. 
Enough to go round to everyone for two helpings.

The thing is, we’ve been trying to get her back to Aotearoa 
for I don’t know how long. She’s got it set in her mind that 
she wants to be here more than anywhere else. More than 
Sri Lanka, where the language and people are so familiar 
to her that they could be, and most likely are, related 
somehow.



Related through the intricate lineal weaves that connect 
peoples to a time and place. No. She wants to come back to 
Te Whanganui-a-Tara Wellington. To her little flat in Mount 
Cook, or Miramar, or Lyall Bay and spend her days knitting, 
watching WWE wrestling and drawing beautiful child-like 
faces with her multitude of coloured pencils. 

But then Covid happened and we didn’t know how to 
explain it to her. My father thinks of her as a worrier but if 
my Sinhala was good enough, I would have told her myself. 
We lost Ranji Siya a couple of years ago too, her brother, 
and he was still young. She is, if anything, resilient. She lost 
her husband in a roadside accident while her youngest son, 
my father, was studying in Moscow on scholarship. A fistful 
of decades have passed since. 

To where she now bounces between her three children, 
from Australia - to Aotearoa - to now North America where 
she sees fresh snow piling outside her window. While we 
talk on the phone she tells me her winters in Kilbernie used 
to be colder but in a different way. 

The houses just aren’t built that well here, I tell her. 

And I get it. I get why she wants to come back. I know what 
it’s like to miss home. And you do miss it once you leave. 
You eventually tire of extravagance and yearn for a cold, 
hardy life. It’s all the little things.



The Arctic Southerlies howling from the mouth of Te 
Moana-o-Raukawa Cook Straight seem cleansing rather 
from afar. The connectedness of it all. You can’t blame her 
for wanting that.

But who is there to look after her? 

My father lives in Waikato, I am starting my Master’s and 
my sister is moving to Tāmaki Makaurau later in the year. 
There aren’t many from the generations she’s raised, with 
space and means, to look care for her like she’s cared for 
them.

When my sister and I call her on Viber for her birthday we 
tell her, knowing that it is an impossibility right now, that 
we will buy her a ticket to come back home. She perks up 
when she hears this and laughs and laughs. We vaguely 
promised her one week. One recuperative and restorative 
week. 

My mother is an acupuncturist and makes me a concoction 
of Chinese dried herbs in a plastic apple juice bottles to 
take home and drink each morning. She says it will get rid 
of my hay-fever and protect me from the new Omicron 
variant. 
And by god, I believe her. 
Each morning I heat up a cupful of the brown murky tea 
and feel it coursing warmth throughout my body as I sit on 
my balcony in Berhampore.



Sometimes you just need something to believe in
Something to go your way
Something to happen,
exactly how you wished it would happen. 

Both her and I, we’re
people of hope.





Dissolving Identities
Rose Jang

I live in Te Whanganui-a-Tara, Aotearoa. I pay tribute to the 
mana whenua of this area, Ngāti Toa and Te Ātiawa. I grew 
up in Victoria, British Columbia, Canada, on the traditional 
and unceded territory of the Esquimalt, Songhees, and 
WSÁNEĆ peoples. I came to Aotearoa two years ago.

Thirteen months after moving to Pōneke, and seven 
months after the pandemic had shut NZ’s door to the rest 
of the world, I began to walk Te Araroa, a 3,000km journey 
from one end of Aotearoa to the other. Walking the TA 
was the hardest thing I’ve ever done, and, unsurprisingly, 
one of the most rewarding. In some ways it was very out 
of character—I’d never done an overnight hike in my life, 
let alone 134 of them in a row—but in other ways it makes 
perfect sense that I went on this journey. 

The two years I’ve spent in Aotearoa have been defined 
by being on journeys: sometimes literally—spending 
four months traversing the motu—and sometimes 
metaphorically—a journey of becoming, and un-becoming. 
In this new place, light shines on parts of me I haven’t seen 
before, or haven’t had the lens to see.



I thought, throughout all my childhood and into my 
adulthood, that my identity was fixed. I was female, I was 
a woman, I was straight, I was a half Chinese, half White 
British, Canadian. 

Like many Brits after WWII, my mother and her parents 
immigrated to Ontario from Yorkshire, England. Her father 
taught high school, and her mother was a secretary; they 
moved often. My father’s parents came to Canada from 
Guangdong, China, also part of an immigration wave, this 
one due to the repeal of the Chinese Exclusion Act. They 
settled in the small town of Lethbridge, Alberta and opened 
a Chinese restaurant. Before them, my great-grandfather 
paid a $500 head tax in 1913 to immigrate to Vancouver 
(Chinese immigration was effectively banned between 
these generations). NZ’s colonial history was much the 
same, trying hard to make an ‘us’ and ‘them’.

It’s strange to feel part of history in this way. I grew up as 
one of millions of diasporic Chinese people. But, third-
generation Chinese-Canadian that I am, I never particularly 
identified as Chinese; I look it, but I don’t have the 
language, I barely have any culture. My grandmother spoke 
little English, my father is now embarrassed to pull out his 
rusty Cantonese, and I speak more French, Spanish, and te 
reo Māori than I do Cantonese. This is the price we pay as 
diasporic people.



When I moved to Aotearoa, I wasn’t different (or so I 
thought), but suddenly the boxes were. Filling out the 
census in Canada, I always checked female, and reluctantly 
defined myself as Chinese and White, feeling rather that 
one box was not like the other. There is no White box on 
the NZ census. On most surveys, the first option is NZ 
European, the second Māori. I am not NZ European; I never 
will be. So, for the first time in my life, I tick the ‘Other’ box 
for my White half. Some colonial part of me bristles—this 
feels like an inconvenience! Here, I am, on the whole, not 
read as an outsider, which surprises me, because to me, I 
am so clearly not from here. I have a Canadian accent! Isn’t 
that enough of a clue?! But immigrants are so common here 
(more than ¼ of NZers are born overseas) and Pōneke is 
generally an accepting place. I don’t know my mihi or any 
karakia off by heart. But then most New Zealanders don’t. 
They should. I should.

I wanted to come here, not because I needed to 
leave where I was. I wasn’t seeking better material 
circumstances; I was seeking better heart circumstances, 
and there is reams of privilege in that. Being impermanently 
here means there are opportunities that are not available to 
me: permanent work, KiwiSaver, the right to vote (although 
I still can in Canada). It has also meant, for the past almost 
two years, that if I had left the country, I would not have 
been allowed back in. The pandemic has, by my choice, 
effectively trapped me in Aotearoa.



In a traditional Chinese family, I would be at home, living 
in the same house as my father, and as my grandparents if 
they were still alive, ready to provide for them in their older 
years.

But we are of the diaspora; we have lost those ties. This is 
my new home, and what I have gained by coming here is a 
deep sense of belonging. When I check ‘Other’ on a survey, 
I appreciate, every time, the brief moment to check in with 
my place here as tauiwi, as an immigrant to this land. This 
identity as tauiwi—of any background—supersedes that of 
any particular ethnic boxes.

Another identity marker that I had always assumed was set 
was my gender. Woman. The options were Man or Woman. 
I know I’m not a man, so that leaves woman. It’s never been 
a strong identity marker for me, but it’s always just kinda 
been true. Until it wasn’t.

I had come to Aotearoa a she/her. After over a year 
between office jobs, when I started a new contract and 
came to adding pronouns to my email signature, suddenly 
I didn’t want to put she/her any more. Literally writing 
out the words—they didn’t feel true any more. I hadn’t 
been thinking of changing my pronouns; I just hadn’t been 
thinking about pronouns at all. So, feeling like I had to put 
something, I put she/they. A colleague booked me a flight 
for work, and without ever having spoken to me about my 
gender, booked it with the title Mx. 



I had no idea what it would mean to change my pronouns, 
my gender identity, but when I saw that ticket—I felt so 
affirmed. Now I’m starting a new job, and I’ve decided to 
throw away the ‘she’ entirely.

Meanwhile, I haven’t come out to my friends—only to 
colleagues and to my partner, who has supported and 
adopted every “I might be this?” I’ve thrown at him in the 
blink of an eye. I just… feel like I shouldn’t have to come out. 
Partly because I’m kind of afraid, but mostly because I don’t 
feel like there’s anything to come out as—I’m not becoming 
something, I’m un-becoming something. Something that 
I’ve never really been.

What I’m trying to say is, I thought I was one thing. I don’t 
exactly think I’m now another thing. I just don’t think it 
matters so much any more. We’re so used to seeing loss 
as something negative, but I’m seeing this dissolving as an 
‘adding to’, and that’s thrilling.

Most of the time I don’t think of my ethnicity and my 
gender as related, nor of either of those things being 
connected to my status as an immigrant, or to any of my 
other identities. But the truth is, of course they’re related, of 
course they affect each other. 

I didn’t choose these identities. They were put on me. Like 
the census boxes, I thought what I could be was fixed.



It took me many years to realise that I identify much more 
with being mixed race than I do Chinese. I’ve learned 
over time that I’m not Chinese + British = Rose. I am both 
and neither, and that doesn’t mean that I’m something in 
between either; I am another thing. I’m hapa (a reclaimed
Hawai‘ian word for people who are mixed race). It’s taken 
me years longer to see that my gender doesn’t have to be 
defined from the outside either. I’ve gone from identifying 
as a cis het Canadian woman of colour, to considering 
myself more a gender diverse tauiwi person of Chinese and 
British descent.

Looking back on my time walking Te Araroa, I realised that 
I spent so little time thinking about my gender, or even 
my sex, while on trail (although I couldn’t escape thinking 
about ethnicity—most people walking the trail are white). It 
was just a non-issue, a non-thought, bottom of mind, if you 
will. I was just me, in this body, on this journey. 

What if life off trail could be like that too? 





Two Years Too Long
Sophiya Sabapathy

Covid-19 broke out in small spurts around Southeast Asia 
while I was still in Malaysia over the summer break. It 
made me feel nervous about leaving for Auckland. Those 
feelings were only further exasperated by the fact that I’d 
just spent a very comfortable and happy three months at 
home. I told myself that Covid-19 would end up being like 
the Ebola virus and that life would be normal regardless 
of what was to come. I was set on believing that things 
would blow over quickly. Upon leaving in February 2020, 
I took comfort in knowing I’d see my mother and sister in 
July as they’d planned to visit me in Auckland. When the 
virus broke out in Auckland, and we were awaiting our first 
lockdown, I received a call from my mother, who upon 
hearing the news, insisted I come home immediately. I 
felt overwhelmed and knew I had a big decision to make. 
“I could either spend an indefinite amount of time here 
without my family or spend an indefinite amount of time 
back home. Back home, I’d be consumed with feeling stuck 
and unable to pursue so much of things I want to do.”

Eventually, I concluded that I’d stay. What followed was a 
rocky year in very new territory. A few weeks into the first 
lockdown, the month of Ramadhan had begun. I started to 
feel incredibly homesick, but thankfully a close friend of 
mine invited me to stay with her and her family once we 
dropped down to Level 3. It was exactly what I needed. 



By the time Eid rolled around, Auckland had dropped to 
Level 2, and I could have a few close friends over at my flat. 
I tried to replicate the traditions I followed with my family. 
I woke up early on the day of Eid and started prepping 
my mother’s famous chicken curry while a close friend 
of mine, who is also Malaysian, started to make a prawn 
sambal belacan. I attempted to hack a whole chicken like a 
complete amateur, because for some reason I did not think 
to buy it pre-cut. It was a hilarious experience, but luckily 
the food turned out pretty good in the end. We managed to 
have a great day and ate until we couldn’t move. Dressing 
up in traditional Malaysian clothing and playing “Selamat 
Hari Raya” on repeat made all the difference.

Her family kindly took care of me during the month of 
Ramadhan, and I’d wake up from naps to the beautiful 
aromas of home cooked Indian food to break my fast with. 
It was the closest I could get to being in the comfort of my 
own home.



Fast forward a couple months, I receive another distressing 
phone call from my mother. My grandmother, who raised 
me, who has meant the whole world to me, was admitted 
to hospital. She had been sick for a couple of years, but 
it sounded different this time. A day later, I was told that 
the light in my life which had been flickering, is now 
gone. She had passed away and I knew I had to go home. 
I immediately checked for flights but there was nothing 
going out of Auckland for a week. By the time I’d get home, 
I would’ve missed all the prayers and the burial. I couldn’t 
leave. I called a close friend of mine and she picked me up. 
We just drove around while I cried. It was by far the most 
difficult period over these past two years. Nothing felt 
worse than not being able to be with my family during a 
time when they really needed me, and I really needed them.



The recovery from the deep loss in my life felt so out of 
reach that it left me with an all-consuming helplessness 
which seeped into almost every aspect of my life. This 
eventually forced me to become more transparent with 
the emotions I was enduring. I didn’t have the immediate 
support of my family anymore. I hated that I couldn’t just 
go home whenever things got tough. I learned to depend 
on the people I had here. My two best friends were my 
backbone for all of 2020. Together we learned how to let 
each other know what we needed in a way that worked 
for us, as well as communicate what we are, and are not, 
capable of giving. It was a growing experience that made 
our friendship flourish and become more stable than it ever 
had been before.



Feeling homesick never really went away, but I knew 
that I was in the best position I could be in given the 
circumstances. I was surrounded by the best support 
system. My birthday came around and my friends knew 
how much I was missing home, so they surprised me with 
a home-cooked feast with roti canai, fried fish and dahl 
presented on traditional metal plates. It was all I could 
ask for and so much more. The comfort of Malaysian food 
probably had the biggest part in getting me through this 
pandemic.



There was a higher level of transparency and 
communication that was built during the pandemic 
between my mother and I through Facetime and written 
letters . We have video-called almost every day for the past 
two years, and every time we do we become closer. The 
distance has forced the both of us to tell each other when 
something is wrong. We can’t just see each other and figure 
out if there is a problem based on each other’s moods. It 
has given us the opportunity to listen to each other without 
judgement. These calls and letters have provided us both 
with a sense of consistency during a time where nothing is 
certain at all. The discomfort of these past two years has 
presented me with an opportunity to reach a new level of 
independence mainly because I didn’t have a safety net. I 
miss home every day, but after a long and trying period it 
finally  feels as though there is an end-date. April 30th to 
be exact. Now all I need to do is convince my mother and 
sister to book their flights immediately and visit me when 
the borders finally open to the world.







Connections
Wysteria 

My name is Wysteria (she/they). I’m a non-binary bisexual 
Filipino born and raised in Manila, and I have lived in 
Wellington with my family for just over a decade. My 
experience of the pandemic has been nothing but hectic. 
2020 was a wild year for a lot of us. For me, I was thrust 
into twists and turns that I really didn’t see coming. Despite 
all my losses, I felt a sense of belonging and found strength 
in my community both in Aotearoa and overseas.

Like most uni students pre-pandemic, life seemed 
straightforward and formulaic. Go to uni, try to pass, 
and ignore the looming financial dread of student loans. 
Outside of uni, I worked on some art projects, hung out 
with friends, did a bit of gaming, and all that jazz. I wanted 
to try working while studying to get some extra income. 
I was with my long-term partner of seven years, and we 
had vague plans of what to do in the future. Anxieties were 
heightened with the increasing numbers of cases and the 
virus closing in on us in Wellington. Not to mention the 
flurry of news and statistics bombarding us. Will there be a 
vaccine? Will the virus mutate? Should the borders close? 
What happens now? I ended up quitting my part time 
job because of the combined stress of the pandemic and 
uni. My mental health was getting worse under all these 
conditions. 



I thought of my families abroad, whether I was ever going 
to see them again, and how they would be navigating the 
virus. My family from the US tends to come over and visit 
us here. But I was looking forward to flying back to Manila 
at the end of the year to see family on my dad’s side. The 
easy part of lockdown was that I was able to live with my 
partner and manage to get through my uni work. It really 
sucked not being able to physically go into lectures and 
meet my classmates, and to this day I still hate Zoom (don’t 
@ me, I said what I said). How ironic that at this point of 
the pandemic, when social distancing has been emphasized 
that I longed for more offline human interaction. A lot of 
my friends are overseas or in other parts of New Zealand, 
and lockdown meant I couldn’t hang out with anyone 
anyway. As a sociology major, the mundane has been 
magnified and I began thinking about the things we took 
for granted before the pandemic.

Let’s fast forward a few months into 2020 when shit fell 
apart. My partner and I broke up a couple of weeks shy of 
Christmas (whoop-dee-doo). I have to be honest and say 
that I’ve probably blocked out a majority of that year at this 
point, since I can’t remember a lot of things that happened.
Or maybe it’s the classic tweet “why isn’t anyone talking 
about how depression can cause memory loss?” Because 
I may have forgotten a lot of things, but certainly not that 
tweet (oh the irony).



I felt extremely alone, and I was just marinading in my 
cocktail of mental illnesses and self-esteem issues during 
the summer where I, as a Filipino who just ADORES the 
heat, should be basking in the sun—body glitter and all.

My ex was my biggest support person in life, and my 
world was completely thrown upside down at a time 
when the world was tumbling around like clothes in a 
washing machine. It was at this point when someone I met 
at a Filipino club at uni hit me up on Instagram. She was 
comforting as she saw what happened unfold on my stories 
and asked to hang out. I was nervous. This was going to be 
my first social interaction/making a new friend without my 
ex. 



This was a big deal to me. We are both creative people, and 
we instantly became friends. She knows another friend 
of mine, and I have also started hanging out with him and 
connecting with more people, especially in the Filipino 
community. Making new connections and strengthening 
them has been important in times like these, and having 
Filipino friends is fun because we get to bond over our 
similar childhoods and compare nostalgic experiences of 
the Philippines. I also reconnected with my best friend 
in the Philippines, and we bonded over Lord of the 
Rings and elementary school memories. My friends have 
motivated me to start my art page on Instagram (shameless 
plug: @artbywysteria), and I also tried my hand at film 
photography. I credit them for helping me take the first 
step in achieving my dream of being an artist. 

Dealing with mental illnesses during a breakup is extremely 
tough, and I am grateful for the support my friends have 
given me. It’s hard to struggle with depression and anxiety 
as a Filipino. There is a lot of stigma around it, especially 
since the narrative of being a happy, easy-going culture 
is heavily pushed.  You become extremely self-conscious 
of your own thoughts and become hesitant to share 
them with anyone. I am grateful that with education and 
awareness, I am able to seek help and that my friends are 
understanding. I was also able to selectively come out as 
non-binary and bisexual, but this is something that I’m not 
too open about because this form of identity is not largely 
visible in my community.I hope that one day I can openly 
wear this identity with pride. 



Getting people to call me by my preferred name is a task, 
but hey, everyone thought it was cool when I shaved my 
head, and no one said a thing about my sexuality. 

Now, like most Filipino youth, I live with my family and 
it’s totally normal. I’m grateful (and relieved) for the way 
my parents reacted to my breakup and mental illness and 
focused on supporting me. I also have my Filipino aunt and 
uncle living in the States, and we are all in a family group 
chat that probably became more lively with my increased 
spare time. I have also become closer to my cousins in the 
Philippines, who I miss dearly. Whenever my dad video 
calls his siblings, I chill next to him and hang out (with my 
cousins popping in and out of frame). Regardless of what 
they’re talking about, it’s nice to be involved and hear my 
family banter. I know that it would be the same sorts of 
conversations and jokes if we were together in person. It’s 
also incredibly special to see my grandparents, and my 
newborn cousin who I am the godparent of. 

As I write this, I reflect on how technology has become 
such an integral part of our lives. I had forgotten how 
powerful it is in keeping us connected. It’s not the same as 
seeing each other in person—not at all—but I would be in 
shambles if I wasn’t able to connect with friends and family 
at this critical point in my life. I remember how, as a kid, 
I would log into Yahoo! Messenger and IM my aunt there 
(we would even e-mail each other short messages!) or she 
would call us and we would spend an hour talking; maybe 
more, who knows what kind of rambling I did as a child.



Images of me walking back and forth with the phone in my 
hand immediately come to mind. Very rarely were we able 
to visit my relatives and grandparents because my family 
lived in a different city. When we did visit, I was way too 
young to even understand what was going on and I’d just 
chill on the hammock and watch the chickens. Ahh, those 
were the days. 

Social media definitely has a lot of disadvantages. There 
have been times when it has been detrimental to my 
mental health, but I am trying to be more mindful about 
that. It is coming close to one year since my breakup, and 
while the wounds are still healing, I know that I am not 
alone. Having my family and my community help soothe 
my homesickness, and through social media, we can both 
reminisce and look forward to new memories. I may have 
lost my ex, but my relationships with friends and family 
here and overseas have become stronger. 




